Measurement of visual resolution at high luminance levels in patients with possible demyelinating disease.
An interferometric acuity device (Takata) has been used to study visual resolution in individuals with possible demyelinating disease. The instrument employed provides a large field with a continuous range of grid or fringe frequencies and a relatively intense (10(5) mean photopic trolands) stimulus. After a brief period of time with eyes closed, resolution thresholds of patient are repeatedly determined during a five minute period. In all individuals suspected of having a demyelinating disease tested to date, a fall off in resolution capability has been found in time when using this intense stimulus display. This occurs whether eye signs have been present, are present or have not yet been observed. Normal observers do not exhibit comparable decrements. The fall off in resolution capability may or may not occur at lower stimulus levels, and is often not revealed when testing routine Snellen acuity. Outer and inner retinal pathology (division based on vascular support) do not cause a comparable fall off in resolution in time. The interferometric acuity test is a non-invasive, easily applied test.